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The June issue of BN Magazine
featured an article on Green
disputes, and the August article
was written on basic priceescalation contract language.
If you are at all involved in
Green building, the language
specified below should prove
to be most useful for you in
your construction contracts.
Proper contract language can
save you thousands of dollars
and can help you avoid costly
and lengthy litigations; and it
costs you nothing to place the
language into your contracts.
Although the article is short,
the contract language should
prove to be invaluable to you.
Although there will be
the traditional “prescriptive”
disputes concerning the
quality of construction and
the manner in which the
construction is installed, the
really true Green disputes
will be performance-based
and will center more on the
performance of the building as
it relates to Green construction.
These disputes will most likely
relate to indoor air quality, the
proper utilization and costs
related to energy usage of the
building, and the utilization
and sustainability of natural
resources, such as water
conservation and the recapture
and use of gray water and
other similar performancebased issues. It is not only the
contractor who may be the
defendant in a Green-related
construction dispute; it will
most likely also involve the
building designer or architect,
HERS Rater, Green Verifier,
Energy Star Rater and other
individuals who perform the
Green-related ratings and tests
such as blower door, moisture
and duct tests, thermal testing,
etc. When people sue each
other, anyone and everyone gets
named in the suit as a potential
source of funds for the plaintiff.

proper
contract
language
can save you
thousands
of dollars
and can help
you avoid
costly and
lengthy
litigations.
All contractors and other
professionals who are involved
in the construction of a Green
building must be careful to
make certain that they do not
make promises or provide
misleading information to
the public, and especially to
a buyer of a Green building.
Through proper contract
language, Green professionals
or contractors can cover
themselves as to exactly
what they are providing to a
customer. Misleading claims
or advertising claims that
can’t be backed up or proven
to a customer may be viewed
by the courts as not only false
advertising but fraud, which
in itself is usually considered a
felony by the courts. What you
say and what you advertise,
print in your brochures, or
publish on your website should
be scrutinized to make certain
that it is factual and is not
misleading as to what you will
be providing to the public.
I always recommend that
any information you publish on
your website, use in advertising,
or you write in your contracts
or agreements should be
reviewed and approved by
your attorney prior to its
utilization. Keep in mind that

Green construction is still a
new and evolving industry
and the perceptions as to the
meaning of Green will most
likely be interpreted differently
by different people. Adding
clarity through proper contract
provisions can only assist
the Green professionals and
their clients in having a better
understanding of their roles
and responsibilities.
The contract clauses shown
above are designed for the
contractor or subcontractor
who will be doing the actual
construction of the Green
building. These contract
clauses can and should be
modified to suit your own
individual operation. These
are examples of the contract
language that you can specify
in your construction contract
or agreement to lessen your
responsibility as to the
performance of a Greenbuilt building. Your attorney
should be able to assist you
in developing the proper

clauses for your contract to
protect yourself from future
Green-related disputes. Please
feel free to contact me if you
should have any questions.
*CDRs assumes no responsibility
for any legal issues that might
develop through the utilization of
the above contract clauses.
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